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Press Release         For Immediate Release 
 
New exhibition: November 15 – December 21, 2019 
Reception: Friday evening, November 15, 6:30 – 8:00, public invited 
Gallery hours: Tuesday – Saturday 10:00 – 5:30 and by appointment  

SPECIMEN - CATHERINE LATSON  

Kenise Barnes Fine Art is pleased to present Specimen, a one-person exhibition featuring seven 
new works from the ongoing series of intricate wall sculptures by Catherine Latson.  

Careful observation of the natural world, boundless curiosity and patient dedication to craft are 
manifest in Latson’s fantastical new creature/object sculptures. Catherine Latson, who has a 
degree in biology, is inspired by the complexities of organization in living organisms. The Specimen 
Series explores forms that blur the lines between animal and plant, realism and fantasy, sculpture 
and specimen. Radial symmetry and tentacle structures are common denominators in the 
mysterious variety of forms in Latson’s newest work. Each wall sculpture describes a hybridized 
and imagined organism in arrested motion. While materials are simple (cotton embroidery floss and 
wire), construction is complex, entailing thousands of pieces and countless hours of whipping and 
knotting. Each piece aims to reimagine the gracefulness, mystery, and complexity of a water-bound 
organism in motion. For the artist, nature is the text and her full-fledged collaborator. Latson’s 
intricate “specimens” are framed in acrylic shadow box frames, further amplifying the illusion of a 
creature being isolated for closer observation and timeless study.  

Catherine Latson earned a BA in Biology from Macalester College, St Paul, MN. Her work has 
been exhibited throughout the United States, including at The Hudson River Museum, Yonkers, 
NY, and in the Macy’s Flower Shows in Philadelphia, PA and New York, NY and has been featured 
in the American Craft Magazine and The New York Times. The artist works in Yonkers, NY.  

Images of works in the exhibition can be found on KBFA.com.  

Please contact our staff with inquires or to arrange a preview of the exhibition.  

Kenise Barnes, director: Kenise@kbfa.com 

Lani Holloway, associate director (Larchmont): Lani@kbfa.com 

Marissa Vassallo, sales and administrative support (Larchmont): Marissa@kbfa.com 
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We maintain an extensive inventory in our lower-level warehouse that includes a private 
presentation room. We always have a wide selection of paintings, drawings, prints, monoprints and 
photographs to offer collectors. 

Services:  

• Complimentary in-home or in-office consultations.  
• Artwork may be seen three day on-approval basis.  
• Delivery and installation available.  

	


